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Thought structures as an instrument 
to determine the degree of 
difficulty of modelling tasks

Xenia-Rosemarie Reit and Matthias Ludwig

Goethe-University Frankfurt, Institute for Mathematics Education, Frankfurt, Germany, reit@math.uni-frankfurt.de

Although efforts have been made to integrate the concept 
of mathematical modelling in school, studies show that 
it has not arrived yet in everyday school classes. From 
a teacher’s point of view, multiple solution approaches 
and a varying task difficulty complicate especially the 
development and assessment of modelling tasks. Taking 
up this issue, this study aims at developing a method to 
determine the degree of difficulty of solution approach-
es of modelling tasks based on so called thought struc-
tures of student solutions. Thought structures of student 
solutions provide information about the task difficulty 
and can be taken as a basis for a well-founded rating 
scheme. We want to consider the question of whether 
the method used to describe the degree of difficulty can 
be reproduced by empirical results. 

Keywords: Mathematical modelling, assessment, degree 

of difficulty, task space.

INTRODUCTION 

Within the community of mathematics education 
there is a broad consensus that the integration of 
mathematical modelling and applications must be 
promoted and increased. Of course this awareness 
is not new and efforts have been made during the last 
decade. However, several studies provide evidence 
that modelling is far away from playing an integral 
role in daily school teaching in Germany and also else-
where (Blum, 2007). The proportion of modelling in 
daily school routine is rather low (Jordan et al., 2006). 
When researching into that problem it is worthwhile 
to have a closer look on the teachers’ point of view. 
What prevents teachers from teaching modelling 
tasks? Schmidt (2010) found out that teachers often 
mention complexity and lack of predictability as mo-
tives for waving modelling tasks. A look in textbooks 

shows that modelling tasks are still rare, especially 
those which can be used in a normal school class set-
ting in contrast to modelling tasks used within larger 
projects encompassing several lessons. The develop-
ment of modelling tasks leads, more than ordinary 
task formats, to difficulties concerning the estimation 
of the task space, the task difficulty and finally also 
concerning the assessment.

The study presented here takes up the issues from a 
teacher’s perspective and aims at a better structuring 
of modelling tasks in terms of a better manageabili-
ty for teachers. In detail we developed a method to 
determine the degree of difficulty of modelling tasks 
and an assessment scheme, both, building on solution 
approaches with its particular thought structures. 
Empirical results will show whether the theoretical-
ly determined degree of difficulty is verifiable and 
certifies a good applicability.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHOD

A common instrument to determine the degree of 
difficulty is the solution rate by applying a dichoto-
mous rating. Since the answer format of modelling 
tasks is open and compared to others rather exten-
sive, this procedure seems not adequate to reflect 
the full scope which is provided by modelling tasks. 
Cohors-Fresenborg, Sjuts and  Sommer (2004) applied 
a method analysing the text of the task. They identi-
fied task specific indicators for the difficulty of tasks 
by investigating PISA-2000 items. The task format of 
the investigated items was not restricted to modelling 
tasks. Since the task space of modelling tasks is, com-
pared to other task formats, rather large, this aspect 
would get lost by focusing on the text of the task. In 
our study this specificity of modelling tasks is taken 
into account since the method for determining the 
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degree of difficulty comes directly out of the solution 
approaches of the student solutions. 

In a first step we analysed the student solutions of 
every modelling task to identify main solution ap-
proaches. On the one hand, this classification was 
based on the mathematical model used and, on the 
other hand, on the solution process, which can be 
different although the same mathematical model is 
used. Each solution approach has a specific structure 
which can be revealed by dismantling the solution 
approach into its single thought steps, which provide 
the opportunity to consider solution steps from cog-
nitive aspects. This idea builds on structural consid-
erations in the field of word problems. In this context 
Breidenbach implemented the term “Simplex” as a task 
consisting of three items and every item can be deter-
mined by the two others (Breidenbach, 1963, p. 200). By 
visualizing the logical structure of the mathematical 
operations to be done in terms of such Simplexes he 
built up a kind of arithmetic tree or flow chart. These 
flowcharts have been refined by Winter and Ziegler 
(1969) and serve as a basis for the so called thought 
structure analysis of the study described here. For 
the present study we refined Breidenbach’s definition 
by identifying the single cognitive steps, here called 
thought operations, which have to be carried out in 
order to arrive at a solution. We define thought op-
erations as follows:

A thought operation is a necessary (intermediate) result 
which is obtained directly (without intermediate calcu-
lations) from one or several (initial) data. 

These thought operations can then be arranged as a 
kind of flow chart which illustrates the incremental 
proceeding and in addition, also the complexity of the 
solution process (see Figure 1).

A natural but empirically not yet validated conclusion 
is that the complexity of a mathematics task is depend-
ent on the number of simplexes and the nesting of 
them (Graumann, 2002, p. 93). Cohors-Fresenborg and 
colleagues (2004) emphasize in this context the simul-
taneity and nesting of thought steps. With the help of 
theories within the field of cognitive psychology, we 
can operationalize the effects of nesting and simulta-
neity on complexity. Fletcher and Bloom (1998) found 
in their study about text comprehension, where they 
assumed text comprehension to be a kind of problem 
solving process, that information being the direct pre-

decessor of another information must be kept actively 
in the working memory. Under the assumption of a 
working memory with limited capacity (Sweller, 1988) 
these findings indicate that several aspects in a task 
which are related to each other and have to be consid-
ered and understood at the same time, may load the 
working memory. Thought operations are considered 
to be parallel if they either originate from the same 
thought operation or determine the same thought 
operation of the subsequent solution level.

By applying the findings from above to the thought 
structure considerations, especially the amount of 
parallel thought operations (as it is the case in level 
two of Figure 1) of a solution approach appears to be 
a difficulty generating aspect. Thus, during the pro-
cess of determining the degree of difficulty, parallel 
thought operations complicate the solution approach 
to a greater extent than those being processed consec-
utively. To describe this circumstance we developed a 
model which gives more weight to parallel than con-
secutive thought operations. Each level in the thought 
structure contributes to the overall degree of difficul-
ty according to its number of parallel thought opera-
tions. From the number of parallel thought operations 
per solution level we calculate the factorial and then 
finally all levels are added up. In the following we want 
to reconstruct this procedure by taking modelling 
task “Potato” (Figure 2) as an example.

One solution approach, which we could identify, is 
called “Layer” (Figure 3, left). Based on the given 
length of the potato the student assumes a height and 
a diameter or depth of the potato. Together with an 
assumption about the measures of a potato stick the 
student is then able to calculate the number of sticks 

Figure 1: Exemplary thought structure of a solution approach 

together with the number of thought operations per level
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per layer in height and depth. Multiplication of these 
two numbers leads to the total number of potato sticks. 
The corresponding thought structure has been de-
veloped which arranges these thought operations as 
sort of arithmetic tree (Figure 3, right). Besides the 
chronological order of the calculations to be made, the 
thought structure also provides information about 
the difficulty of the solution approach. The numbers 
right next to each solution level indicate the number 
of parallel thought operations to be completed per 
thought structure level. As explained above summing 
up the factorial per level yields the degree of difficul-
ty of the solution approach.Thus, in case of solution 
approach “Layer”, the degree of difficlty is 1!+2!+1!+1!=5 
(see grey Figure 3, right).

Based on these considerations an assessment scheme 
has been developed to utilize the full scope of the 
promising method on the one hand and to verify the 
theoretically determined degree of difficulty on the 
other hand. When observing the assessment routine 
of mathematics teachers it becomes clear, that assess-
ment of tasks is based on a sample solution and its 

important partial aspects. The teacher compares each 
solution with a sample solution and awards impor-
tant intermediate results. Our assessment scheme 
is based on this everyday school routine procedure. 
Intermediate results are represented here by thought 
operations and are assessed according to whether they 
have been conducted correctly or wrong. For partly 
right thought operations half points can be award-
ed. That means that thought operations are scored 
0, 0.5 or 1 dependent on their completion. Thus, the 
maximum score per solution approach is defined by 
the number of thought operations. In case of solution 
approach “layer” the maximum score is 5 (number of 
thought operations (grey boxes) in Figure 3, right).

Before being able to solve the task, one has to identify 
the relevant information of the presented linguistic 
context. According to Cohors-Fresenborg & Sjuts 
(2001) difficulties are especially evoked by linguistic 
constructions concerning the logical structure and 
formulations conditioned by the authenticity of the 
situation. The textual differences of the tasks are 
integrated in the process of determining the level of 

Figure 2: Modelling task “potato”

Figure 3: Solution of solution approach “Layer” and corresponding thought structure 
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difficulty by adding zero, one or two single thought 
operations according to the linguistic requirement 
of the task text.

0 Picture and/or text contain all relevant data. 
Only simple main clauses are used.

1 Missing data has to be estimated and there 
are several main and subordinate clauses due 
to a larger text, containing explanatory but 
mathematically irrelevant text passages.

2 Picture and/or text do not explicitly clarify 
the dimension of the object of the task, e.g. the 
two dimensional picture of a potato is out of 
keeping with the three dimensional reality 
leading to not include a third dimension in 
the calculations.

Modelling task potato has been assigned to linguistic 
level two according to its requirements coming from 
the text. Therefore we additionally add two single 
thought operations to the solution approach based 
degree of difficulty. Thus the total degree of difficulty 
of the solution approach “Layer” consists of linguis-
tic requirements (2) and solution approach specific 
thought operations (5) and finally adds up to 2+5=7.

STUDY DESIGN

Five modelling tasks have been developed according 
to predefined criteria (see Reit & Ludwig, 2013):

 ― Authentic context (Maaß, 2007)

 ― Realistic numeric values (Müller et al., 2007)

 ― Problem solving character (Maaß, 2007)

 ― Naturalistic format for questions

 ― Openness relating to the task space

Authenticity and relation to reality are core elements 
of modelling tasks. We want to avoid ostensible re-
lations to reality like they are often used in word 
problems in textbooks. There is no a priori known 
solution algorithm for the task which can be directly 
applied by the students. That means that the solution 
makes itself out to be a problem on students’ level. 
The questioning is supposed to either be close to the 

living environment of the students or take up a real-
istic question which could arises in reality. Openness 
of tasks is reflected by the task space. There has to 
be more than one solution approach which leads 
to a solution. The solution approaches distinguish 
themselves by their mathematical model. Thereby the 
students are able to have more options to arrive at 
a solution. Openness should rather be based on the 
alternatives of mathematical models to solve the tasks 
than on approximating sizes. Demanding this we do 
not deny that making assumptions is an important 
part of mathematical modelling but we want it to be 
limited to a degree which ensures an assessable solu-
tion interval. 

The study splits up into pilot study and main study. 
The pilot study encompassed

 ― an a-priori definition of the task space of the tasks,

 ― the identification of the thought structure for 
each solution approach

 ― and the establishment of a rating scheme for each 
solution approach.

The implementation into a normal 45-minute lesson 
also required a time limitation of approximately 
10–12 minutes per task. During the main study from 
December 2013 until April 2014 approximately 1800 
students of grade 9 (15/16 years of age) of German 
grammar schools took part and solved three model-
ling tasks each. 

To validate the thought structure method it must be 
investigated in how far the theoretically determined 
degree of difficulty is empirically reproducible. In oth-
er words, will tasks, which have been rated as difficult, 
be solved worse than those rated as rather simple? To 
do so the student solution together with its assessment 
is associated with the predetermined degree of diffi-
culty of the respective solution approach.

VALIDITY OF THE THOUGHT 
STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

The modelling tasks, which have been developed es-
pecially for the purposes of the study, show a good 
variability of applied solution approaches. Although 
this was an important criteria during the process of 
development it could not be stated with certainty how 
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the students solve the task. At least three target aimed 
solution approaches could be identified per modelling 
task (Figure 4). Hence, from the viewpoint of open-
ness in the sense of an adequate task space the devel-
oped modelling tasks seem to meet the requirements.

The main objective of the study is the validation of the 
thought structure method to determine the degree of 
difficulty by comparing the student performance with 
the statement of the theoretical model. Hereafter we 
consider the question of whether the method makes 
a valid statement about the degree of difficulty of the 
modelling tasks.

Within a modelling task the student performance ver-
ifies the degree of difficulty in terms of scoring higher 
using solution approaches determined as easier and 
vice versa. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5. 
Taking three of the five modelling tasks into account 
(modelling task “Cola” and “Bridge” are not yet ana-
lysed completely) we can see a distinct decrease of the 
average score when using a solution approach being 
determined as more difficult. The value of the pow-
er of the regression function is in case of modelling 
task “Tennis” and “Taj Mahal” nearly similar what 
indicates that the coherence of score and degree of 
difficulty reacts almost in the same way. The degree 
of difficulty of modelling task “Potato” seems to have 
a firmer influence on the average score than it is the 
case with the two other modelling tasks. An increase 
in difficulty results in a steeper deterioration. In gen-
eral a comparability of solution approaches within 
a modelling task, based on the theoretical degree of 
difficulty is reasonable.

Another interesting question is to what extent the de-
termination of the degree of difficulty can be used in 
a cross-task context. What statements can be made by 
comparing different modelling tasks? To answer this 
question we compared the average score of a model-
ling task dependent on its average degree of difficulty. 
The decreasing tendency of the average score with in-
creasing degree of difficulty is in evidence (Figure 6). 
In detail the power of the regression function suggest 
that if the degree of difficulty doubles, then the score 
will half.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Especially when considering modelling tasks it is 
challenging to estimate the degree of difficulty and 
to assess their solutions reasonably and satisfying 
for students. On the part of teachers this brings along 
uncertainty and might contribute to a restrained at-
titude towards modelling tasks in everyday teaching. 
The presented study considers that problem and de-

Figure 4: Distribution of solution approaches per modelling task (target aimed solutions in greyscale, others white)

Figure 5: Coherence of score and degree of difficulty concerning 

the solution approaches per task
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veloped a promising method to firstly determine the 
degree of difficulty and secondly to form the basis 
for a reasonable and conclusively substantiated as-
sessment scheme. The analysis so far encourages the 
assumption of a good applicability. The results up 
to now show that using the thought structure based 
method to determine the degree of difficulty is in line 
with the empirical results. Students show better re-
sults when using those solution approaches with a 
rather low degree of difficulty and vice versa. Similar 
results could be obtained considering the modelling 
tasks as a whole. The average student performance is 
better at easier tasks and worse at tasks being rated 
as more difficult. Additional analysis especially to 
modelling tasks “Potato” and “Bridge” will show how 
reliable and convincing the method is. Besides these 
affirmative outcomes modelling task “Potato” gives 
rise to questions concerning the limits of the method. 
The divergent results of this task may be due to the 
fact that their solution approaches are somehow in-
tertwined in the sense of being difficult to distinguish. 
This sometimes leads to the problem of false solution 
approach classification, thus to a falsification of re-
sults. This may support the conclusion that a distinct 
discriminability is a necessary requirement for the 
thought structure method. Further reflection and the 
complete analysis of the two remaining modelling task 
may give deeper insights to that aspect.
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